TIME TABLE OF HISTORY OF FOUNDER MARK LEONARD developing Rhino & Tytan
MARK is a graduate of the UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON with a degree in Economics.
From 1974 to 1986 Mark was a Manufacturers Representative in the Sporting Goods
business. Handled Hunting, Fishing and Camping products.
1981 Mark started a Company named TRAILER WORLD to be a Boat Trailer Distributor for
the Shore Land’r Boat trailer Company. They had never sold any boat trailers in the West. In
1988-1989 Marks sales made him the Largest Boat trailer Distributor in the USA and
Canada, of any brand. TRAILER WORLD was sold in 1992.
In 1985 Mark entered in to a Contract for Exclusive distribution rights for the USA for a
Fishing Lure, the Buzzbomb. The Company name of Mark’s company was PRN Sales. In
the first 20 months, Mark took sales from $180,000 to $2,400,000. The Buzzbomb was
advertised on many National Fishing shows and was
handled by the Nations largest retailer.
In 1986 Mark started a company called PROMARK

fishing boot company that mark
designed and had made in Korea.
It specialized in hip and chest
waders. The pricing, packaging
and warranty made these very
popular across the country.
Promark boots were advertised on
Nationwide fishing shows and
gained customers everywhere.

1988 Mark Contacted China to import tractors , since he
had owned one since 1979 and was very happy with it.
After arriving in China and visiting factories, Mark came
home with 5 exclusive contracts and named his company
RHINO INTERNATIONAL INC . Rhino started business at
the Kalama facility at 5225 Meeker Dr. Kalama WA. The
statue was given to Mark as a gift from his four tractor
factories.

The CONTRACTS entered into were with Yancheng Tractor (later called Jinma) , Benye
tractor, Shanghai Tractor and Tianjin Tractor (referred to as Tieniu). Jinma only had 10& 20
hp tractors, Benye had 25-28 hp, Shanghai had a 50 hp Tractor, Tieniu had a 65 hp Tractor
and Guilin Crawler factory who had a 30hp Dozer. Mark
selected the Engines to use, aided in them in getting two
stage clutches and power steering etc (+ many more
changes.) These factories had Leaders and employees that
made improvements easy. They were all wonderful people
to work with.
1992 Mark applied for and later received the RHINO
TRADEMARK (for all things with 4 wheels and motorized.)
1992 Mark worked with Jinma to make TURF TIRES and
they were a hit.
1992 Mark set up Jinma to make the first WOOD CHIPPER
made in China.

1993 Mark set up Benye Tractor Company to make FRONT LOADERS & BACKHOES from
Mark’s designs.
1993 Mark designed a steering column “SHUTTLE” (FNR) for his tractors.

1993 Mark designed and owned his own TIRE MOLDS made and called these tires “DUAL
TRAX” which became very popular.
1994 Mark completed a NEW WAREHOUSE in Woodland WA 3.8 acres and 25,000 sq feet
of whs space.
1994 Mark designed and had his own TRACTOR HOOD & FENDER MOLDS made.
1995 Mark applied for a WOOD CHIPPER PATENT and received it

Late 1995 The RHINO TRADEMARK was sold to the Alamo Group. Benye and Tianjin
Tractor were contacted to John Deere, Jinma was Contracted to Mahindra, and Shanghai
Tractor was contracted to Ford New Holland.
1995 Mark applied for a 4N1 FRONTLOADER “BUCKET” PATENT and later received it.
In Late 1995 Mark entered into a 3 year non compete Contract and Consulting Agreement
with the Alamo Group.
2006. Mark started a new company called TYTAN INTERNATIONAL INC to sell Tractors
&Implements at aﬀordable prices.

2007 business had started in the Kalama facility with a 25 hp, 32 hp , 50 hp, 60 hp and 75
hp tractors.
2007-2010 Sales by Tytan were on track and surpassed Rhino’s growth speed.
2010 Tytan International Inc went on the OTC stock market (TYTN) and for 10 months was
#4 in highest sales Nationwide
Sorry Folks, we are not completed to 2020 but it shall be with 30 days.

